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There are at present reasons to believe that the modem formulations of the weak Interaction theory may be In fu

ture essentially modified. 

The development of the theory may follow different ways (the lntermldiate meson etc ), but ultimately, it seems, 

the question as to 'why is the parity conserved In weak interactions and not in strong ones' must be answered. 

According to the modem phenomenological description of weak interactions, they are reduced to the four-fermion 

contact Interactions. 

As ls well-known this formulation proves to be too general; it includes a number of possibilities which are not 

brought Into effect ln nature 

etc ) . 

Therefore, the four-fermion formulation of the theory Is restricted by some postulating requirements. 

One of such requirements Is that the Interaction Lagrangian should be written down In terms of the charged cur

rents. 

This Idea proved to be heuristically fruitful. At any rate, the attempt to ascribe the physical sense to this limi

tation has led one to the hypothesis of the Intermediate meson and made It possible to arrange some Interesting expe

riments. 

Ills not ruled out, that the analysis of other postulating limitations of the four-fermion Interactions may become 

valuable from the heuristic point of view. 

These limitations must lead to the same observable forblddenesses as well as the theory presently adopted, 

though some consequences of them which are to be checked experimentally may be different from the latter one. 

Consider one of these poss ibilities. 

Postulate 1. 

' The Lagrangian of weak interactions consists of !our diffe renl fermion !unctions . ' 

r. = ... ~,. .. if!, ... ;!;, ... if/4 +c. c . 
( 1 ) 

In terms of the particles this means that the Interaction Involve four particles necessarily different by its nature. 

In terms of the Feynman graphs the corresponding vertex Is represented by four different lines , (or inst::mce, · 

p 

e 
F 1 q. 1. 
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The p:Jrticle and anti-particle are represented by the same line. 

C o r o I I a r i e s: 

a) the first postulate forbids the decays of the mode 

A0 .. n +e++ e-

p. + .. e + + e- + e + 
( 2) 

+ + 
P. .. e + Y etc 

b) the consequence of the first postulate is that the muon and electron neutrinos are not identical: 

v 'l' • · v • (p. ... e+vJl+v. ) 

c) the Interactions of the type are forbidden 

(ev)(ev),(p.v) (p.v),(pn) (pn),(Ap)(Ap) etc ( 3) 

which are allowed !n the framework of the modem formulation of weak interactions (Marshak-Sudarshan, f'eynman and 

Gell-Mann ). 

P o s t u 1 a t e II. 

'Muon and electron numbers are conserved separately'. 

Accord!nq to the first and the second postulates only the charqed electrons and muon currents must enter the !nte

:atlon Laqranq!an 

i!··~ . y(l+ y,Jt/lv• ; i~ .. ¢p.y(l+y,) t/lv(J. . 

The second postulate forbids the decays of the mode 

- + A .. n+p.+e 

( 4 ) 

( 5) 

It would be very attractive to explain some specific features of weak interactions by the participation of such a 

peculiar particle as neutrino. 

Unfortunately, the existence of weak non-leptonlc decays is one of the essential arguments aqainst such 

standpoint. 

However, as far as the hypothesis of the neutrino nature of weak interactions seems rather seduclve, H is hardly 

reasonable to be very quick in making neqat1ve statements and to refuse to discuss other even sllcjhtest possibllltles. 

\onsider the sltucrtlon concerning the non-leptonic decays more carefully. 
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2. Weak Non- Leptonic Decaya 

Weak non-leptonlc decays of partiCles seem to be most naturally accounted for the interaction of baryon currents 

.Y .y ( 6) 
1n 1 A 

here .Y - y -
1, •o/!Py(l+y,J o/1,; iA• o/Jpy(l+y,) ojJA 

As for the decay, lor example, of a A0 particle it may be represented by qraph II 

~-

p 

p 

F I q. II. 

But, strictly speakinq, there Is no theory of the non-leptonlc decays available since the picture of tyPe II is 

still purely illustrative. 

It Is even not for the fact that stronq Interactions do not make It possible to carry out concrete calculations. 

• • • 

As Is known, H Is the qraphs of type II which are discussed In connection with the Idea that strong Interactions 

reduce to an Infinite chain of weak ones. 

It appears desirable to reserve the qrophs of type II for the future theory of stronq Interactions. 

At present It cannot be definitely sold that the qraphs of type IV or V which are complicated because of 

s tronq Interactions are not able to account for the non-leptonlc weak Interactions . 

• • 

F I Q. IV. 
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Ao yt, 

e- or 

F I Q. V. 

In interpreting the graphs of type IV and V the problems arise which cannot be still solved within the framework 

of the modern theory. Unknown are yet the maqnltudes of the permissible momenta of the lntermldiate states in 

these processes ( the factors of type G 'k :_ where G is the constant of weak interactions 

!{.,_ is the maximum momentum of the Intermediate states), there are no methods so far of calculaUnq the probabi

lities of the effects for qreat values of these factors when the perturbation theory Is no l.onqei appllc:able, the protr 

lems are still obscure which concern the bare charqed constants of weak Interactions' I.e., those of unrenormallzed 

theories, and, ln qeneral, the reasons for the mass and charqe renormallzatlon procedure seem doubtful. 

In other words, one cannot consider the possiblllty of extendinq postulate to the non-leptonlc decays to be abso

lutely out of question. This could be formulated as follows: 

P o s t u 1 a t e IU: 

'The presen~e of neutrino function Is necessary in the Laqranqlan of weak Interactions ( 1 ) '. 

3. S t r o n g 1 n t e t a c t i o n • 

It should be noted that qraphs II and Ill are typical for the well-known attempts to reduce stronq Interactions 

to weak ones. 

It Is very likely that all the interactions are based on the four-fermion Interactions, but the character of weak In

teractions is deternined by the neutrino properties and may be understood in view of the pecularities of the interac

tions lnvolvinq four different fermlons. 

Stronq Interactions may also be based on weak Interactions of fermlons, namely baryons havlnq , may be, the 

same constant G. As far as no neutrino Is involved ln this Interaction its formulation must take Into account the 

parity conservation and may contain, ln contrast to the 'truly' weak interactions, the baryons of the same nature*. 

The previous consideration Increases Interest In the possibility of an experimented check of the truly weak Interac

tions of the type 

(np)( n p), ( ev)( ev ) . 

Most of the possible effects of the type ( e v ) ( e v ) (neutrino emission In the ~ers, macroscopic 

enerQY emission as neutrino pairs by cosmic bodies for cosmic hours eta ) have been treated in the poper by Komar 

and the authol21. 

* It aeema that the oa aea •lth partlolea of the a a me n ature In ( I ) euentlally differ lrom the lnt.traotlon lnvolvln11 four 

dllfereot pattlclea ainoe to • utnmlna the 1rapba of the oh a ln. approximation. they depend upon the Intermediate momt~ntum. In thf'l 

oaeo V·A tho hlahor dogreee of the lnle11bedlate momentum drop. 
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